into medium sized cube-like parts that appear out of their natural ordering to the point that human vision often fails to recognize them.
In our paper (http://arxiv.org/abs/1409.6235) we evaluate existing state-of-the-art person detection methods on Picasso's paintings as an example of an abstract rendition of people that approaches the limit of human visual recognition. We show that while human perception significantly outperforms current methods, part-based models do better than other detection methods on this task. Moreover, both human perception and part-based models gracefully degrade in performance when the objects become increasingly fragmented. This result is in line with the theory of part-based object representation in the brain that predicts that object recognition should degrade when object-parts are rearranged from their natural ordering (Vogels, 1999) .
Part-based person detectors are composed from lower-level discriminative part detectors. The image shows the application of some such detectors to Picasso's paintings. It demonstrates that we can automatically detect important features of people in Cubist paintings using discriminative detectors (Doersch et al., 2012; Singh et al., 2012) that are trained only on camera snapshots. These detectors find the medium-sized image regions that commonly occur in pictures of people but do not occur in images of other objects. Each row in the matrix corresponds to a single detector. The leftmost column shows the top activation on natural images from PASCAL VOC 2010 (Everingham et al., 2010) . It is clear that the most discriminative patches of people in the snapshots are parts of faces. We display the top 10 detectors sorted (top to bottom) by the average confidence score of their 20 top activations on the PASCAL images. The remainder of each row displays the corresponding detector's most confident activations on Picasso's Cubist paintings. Most of the detectors find the equivalent face parts in the paintings, which demonstrates the promise of this approach.
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